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about 8 times as much damage. And only 26%
of hoarding households had working smoke
alarms in contrast to the Australian average of
66%. Although a similar study has not yet been
done in the U.S., it is fair to say that results
would be comparable.

Spring Cleaning!

Fortunately, most tenants have a much shorter
spring clean-up list! Yet it is still important for
apartment managers to stay alert to
households that may need some specific
reminders, outside assistance and compassion
to keep their space firesafe for all concerned.

It’s the time of year to get rid of some winter
storage and day-to-day collections that so
quickly can turn to clutter. Most people have a
few things to tidy up in their living space.
However, a few people have a real problem
discarding anything. In extreme cases, they can
create a fire hazard for themselves, their
neighbors and responding firefighters.
The firefighter adage that “a clean house never
has a bad fire” may not always be true! But the
risks associated with persons who hoard all
manner of useful and useless materials have
become more apparent after a number of
deadly fires in the U.S., Canada and Australia.
A recent study indicated that between 3% and
5% of the population are compulsive hoarders.
That translates to about 15 million Americans.
An Australian study found that hoarding fires
were more likely to spread beyond the room of
origin because of the large fuel load. They
required more than twice the average number
of fire apparatus and firefighters. They caused

Arson Awareness Month
“Prevent Youth Fire-setting” is the theme of the
2012 national Arson Awareness campaign. It
is important to remember that there must be
malicious intent for a purposely set fire to be
considered arson. Yet it is also important to
know that youth account for about 50% of
arson arrests each year in the U.S.
During the first week of May, five teens
between the ages of 13 and 17 were arrested
in Lacey, WA for a string of arsons that

targeted homes under construction. The current
damage estimate is $500,000.

If you have concerns about children using
fire in or near your apartments, please call
FIRE-STOPPERS at 625-7058 for more
information.

Here are some simple actions that apartment
managers can take to reduce arson risks:
• Maintain good lighting along the outside
perimeter of buildings.
• Dispose of cardboard containers or dry
shrubs that could be quickly and
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